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Annexure I 

Process for Recording and Submission of AITT-2023 Practical Exam Marks-reg 

 

 

Examiner Registration: 

1. It is mandatory for all prospective examiners to register themselves on the NCVT MIS 
portal.  
2. Examiner receives an activation email to confirm his/her email address and mobile 
number.  
3. Nodal ITIs have a resend email button, in their login, to re-send the activation email and 
Mobile OTP, if required.  
4. Post registration, the examiner receives a temporary examiner id.  
5. On Nodal approval the Examiner receives an Examiner ld via email.  
 

Examiner Mapping with Practical Examination Centre: 

6. Nodal ITI has the rights to do the Examiner Mapping with Practical Examination Centre. 
7. Nodal ITI has authority to edit the details of the Examiner, if required. 
8. On mapping with the Practical Examination Centre, the Examiner gets an email.  
9. Examiner can accepts /rejects mapping within 24 hours. If an Examiner neither accept nor 
reject the mapping, he/ she is automatically deemed approved by the system. Nodal ITI can 
un-map examiner mapping if required. 
10. On acceptance, a confirmation email is sent to the Examiner, with Examiner Id and a 
six-letter passcode generated randomly.  
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Practical Marks Uploading by Examiner 

11. ITI has to provide a computer system with good internet connectivity to the Examiner 
for entering the Practical Marks.  

12. Examiner marks the attendance of the trainees. (Offline Process)  
13. Examiner conducts the Practical Examination and prepares the score sheet. (Offline 

Process) 
14. Examiner logs in using Examiner Id and Mobile OTP or Email. 
15. Instruction screen is displayed. In case, the Examiner is mapped for multiple 

examinations he/she is presented the list and he/she has to choose the examinations for 
which he/she wants to enter the marks.  

16. Examiner enters Practical marks against the list of trainees displayed. Marks window 
will open only for the pending trainees. 

17. Examiner can even save the partial data entered and complete the marks entry in 
multiple operations. All the saved data entered can be previewed and edited till final 
submission is completed. 

18. Examiner uploads a scanned copy of the score sheet in PDF/JPG/PNG format and 
document size should be less than 200kb.  

19. Once completed the examiner clicks the Submit button.  
20. Examiner authenticates the submission by entering his six-letter passcode.  
21. The examiner must complete the entry and submit the marks, along with uploading 

scanned copy of the score sheet within 48 hours of completion of exam.  
22. The hard copy score sheet is dispatched to the Nodal ITI by the current method. (Offline 

Process) 
 
Review by Nodal ITI 

23. Nodal ITI can perform the following functions through Creator login: 
 

a. Submit the marks to SPIU.  
b. Make Changes & Submit the Marks to SPIU.  
c. In case the examiner has failed to upload the marks, Nodal ITI can enter 
trainee marks. 
d. to upload the scanned copy of the score sheet. 

 
 
Review by SPIU 

24. SPIU can perform the following functions through Approver login:  
 

a. Approve the marks. 
b. Reject the marks back to the Nodal ITI. 

 


